YOUR GROUP INSURANCE PLAN BENEFITS

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND
CLASS 0001
VISION
The enclosed certificate is intended to explain the benefits provided by the Plan. It does not constitute the Policy Contract. Your rights and benefits are determined in accordance with the provisions of the Policy, and your insurance is effective only if you are eligible for insurance and remain insured in accordance with its terms.
This Booklet Includes All Benefits For Which You Are Eligible.

You are covered for any benefits provided to you by the policyholder at no cost.

But if you are required to pay all or part of the cost of insurance you will only be covered for those benefits you elected in a manner and mode acceptable to Guardian such as an enrollment form and for which premium has been received by Guardian.

"Please Read This Document Carefully".
CERTIFICATE OF COVERAGE

The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
10 Hudson Yards
New York, New York 10001
(212) 598-8000

The Group Vision Insurance Coverage described in this Certificate is attached to the group Policy effective January 1, 2020. This Certificate replaces any Certificate previously issued under the Policy or under any other plan providing similar or identical benefits issued to the Policyholder by Guardian.

GROUP VISION INSURANCE COVERAGE

NOTICE TO BUYER: THIS CERTIFICATE PROVIDES VISION BENEFITS ONLY.

Guardian certifies that the Employee to whom this Certificate is issued is eligible for the coverage, and in the amount, described herein. In order to be eligible for coverage, the Employee must: (a) satisfy all of this Policy’s eligibility and Effective Date requirements; (b) be listed in Our and/or the Policyholder’s records as a validly covered Employee under the Policy; (c) all required premium payments must have been made by or on behalf of the Employee; and (d) satisfy any necessary Proof of Insurability requirements.

The Employee is not covered by any part of the Policy for which he or she has waived coverage. Such a waiver of coverage is shown in Our and/or the Policyholder’s records.

Policyholder: UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND

Group Policy Number: 00566520

Effective Date: January 1, 2020

The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America

Raymond Marra, Senior Vice President, Group and Worksite Markets
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GENERAL PROVISIONS

Applicable Benefits

This Certificate may include multiple benefit options and types of benefits. You will only be covered for benefits if:

- They were previously selected in an acceptable manner and mode, such as an enrollment form or other required form; and
- We have received any required premium.

Limitation of Authority

Only the President, a Vice President or a Secretary of Guardian, has the authority to act for Us in a written and signed statement to:

- Determine whether any contract, Policy or Certificate is to be issued;
- Waive or alter any contract or Policy provisions, or any of Our requirements;
- Bind Us by any statement or promise relating to any contract issued or to be issued; or
- Accept any information or representation which is not in a signed application.

Agents and brokers do not have the authority to change the contract or Policy or waive any of its provisions.

Incontestability

This Certificate is incontestable after two years from its date of issue, except for non-payment of premiums.

In the event Your insurance is rescinded, We will refund premiums paid for the periods such insurance is void.

Third Party Notification

You may designate a third party to receive notice of Your Certificate lapsing due to non-payment of premium. If You wish to do so, please request a Third Party Notice Request Form from Us. We will mail the form to You within 30 days of Your request. You may make or change this designation at any time while the Certificate is in force.
Reinstatement

We will provide notification to You and another person if one is so designated by You, prior to cancellation of Your coverage for nonpayment of premium.

If You are required to pay all or part of the cost of this coverage and the coverage is cancelled due to nonpayment of premiums, You, a person authorized to act on Your behalf or Your dependent may request reinstatement, within 90 days of the cancellation, on the basis that the loss of coverage was a result of Your cognitive impairment or functional incapacity. We may require a medical demonstration that You suffered from cognitive impairment or functional incapacity at the time of cancellation. If the medical demonstration is waived or substantiates the existence of a cognitive impairment or functional capacity at the time of Policy cancellation to Our satisfaction, the Policy will be reinstated. The medical demonstration will be at Your expense.

Coverage reinstated pursuant to this section will cover any loss or claim occurring from the date of the cancellation. Within 15 days after Our request, You will need to pay any unpaid premium from the date of the last premium payment at the rate that would have been in effect had the coverage remained in force. If the premium is not paid as required, the Policy may not be reinstated and We will not be responsible for claims incurred after the initial date of cancellation. If We deny Your request for reinstatement, You may request a hearing before the Superintendent.
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CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY FOR GROUP VISION INSURANCE COVERAGE

Employee Eligibility

Your eligibility for vision coverage is contingent upon Your election of medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan.

If you elect medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan, You must elect vision coverage under the Policy.

If you do not elect medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan, You are not eligible for vision coverage under the Policy.

Your vision coverage starts on the later of: (1) the Effective Date of the Policy; and (2) the date You become covered for medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan.

Your vision coverage ends on the earlier of: (1) the date the Policy ends; and (2) the date You are no longer covered for medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan.

Dependent Eligibility

Your dependent’s eligibility for vision coverage is contingent upon Your election of medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan.

If you elect medical coverage for Your dependents under Your Employer’s plan, You must elect vision coverage for Your dependents under the Policy.

If you do not elect medical coverage for Your dependents under Your Employer’s plan, Your dependents are not eligible for vision coverage under the Policy.

Your dependent’s vision coverage starts on the later of: (1) the Effective Date of the Policy; and (2) the date he or she becomes covered for dependent medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan.

Your dependent’s vision coverage ends on the earlier of: (1) the date the Policy ends; and (2) the date he or she is no longer covered for dependent medical coverage under Your Employer’s plan.
CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE

You may have the right to continue certain group benefits for a limited time after Your coverage would otherwise end. Read this Certificate carefully for details and discuss with Your Employer or administrator.

Continuation Rights

You may be eligible to continue Your group vision coverage under more than one Continuation Rights section at the same time. If You choose to continue Your group vision coverage under more than one section, the continuations: (1) start at the same time; (2) run concurrently; and (3) end independently, on their own terms.

If continuing coverage under more than one continuation section: (1) You will not be entitled to duplicate benefits; and (2) You will not be subject to the premium requirements of more than one section at the same time.

Uniformed Services Continuation Rights

USERRA (Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act) is a federal law that provides reemployment rights for veterans and members of the National Guard and Reserve following military service. It also prohibits employer discrimination against any person on the basis of that person’s past military service, current military obligations or intent to join one of the uniformed services.

If Your group vision coverage under the Policy would otherwise end because You enter into active military service, You may elect to continue such coverage for Yourself and Your eligible dependents in accordance with the provisions of USERRA.

You may contact Your Employer for additional information.

COBRA Continuation Rights

If vision insurance for You or Your dependents ends, You or Your dependents may qualify for continuation of such insurance under the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985, as amended (COBRA). For more information, You may contact Your Employer or visit Our website at www.GuardianAnytime.com.
Family Medical Leave Of Absence (FMLA)

There are certain leaves of absence that may qualify for continuation of insurance under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA), or other similar laws. Please contact Your Employer for information regarding such legally mandated leave of absence laws.

All Options

Dependent Survivorship Benefit

If You die while covered, We will continue dependent coverage for those of Your dependents who were covered when You died. We will do this for six months at no cost, provided: 1) this Employer’s vision coverage remains in force; 2) the dependents remain eligible dependents; and 3) in the case of a Spouse, the Spouse does not remarry.

If a surviving dependent elects to continue his or her dependent benefits under another continuation provision, if any, this free continuation period will be provided as the first six months of such continuation.
All Options

VISION CLAIM PROVISIONS

You may visit any provider. After VSP pays its portion of the covered charges, You are responsible for the rest. This includes any Deductible, Copayment, and amounts above any coverage maximum, as well as, any remaining charges up to the provider’s total charge for services received.

Your reimbursement will be based on VSP’s fee schedule for Your specific Policy. Please refer to Your Schedule of Benefits.
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All Options

Filing A Claim

If You have services performed by a Preferred Provider, Your claim will be submitted for You and the payment will be sent directly to Your Preferred Provider.

If You have services performed by a Non-Preferred Provider, You will need to submit Your own claim. All claims must be sent to VSP within one year of the date services are completed or supplies are received. Failure to give such notice within such time will not invalidate or reduce any claim if it was not reasonably possible to give such notice; and that notice was given as soon as reasonably possible; and in no event, except in the absence of legal capacity of the Covered Person, later than one year from the time proof is otherwise required. To obtain a claim form visit Our website at www.GuardianAnytime.com.

B435.0531

All Options

Claim Appeals And Arbitration Of Disputes

If a claim for benefits is denied in whole or in part, a written request for a full review of the denial may be sent to Guardian Vision.

Guardian Vision Appeals
PO Box 38300
Phoenix, AZ 85069-8300

The written request must be made to Guardian Vision within 180 days following the denial of benefits. The request should contain sufficient information to identify the Covered Person whose benefits were denied. This includes his or her name, Your social security number and Your date of birth. The Covered Person must state the reasons he or she believes that the denial of the claim was in error. And, he or she may provide any pertinent documents which he or she wishes to be reviewed.
Guardian Vision will review the claim. Guardian Vision will also give the Covered Person the opportunity to: (1) review pertinent documents; (2) submit any statements, documents or written arguments in support of the claim; and (3) appear personally to present materials or arguments.

Guardian Vision’s decision, including specific reasons, will be sent to the Covered Person in writing within 60 days after receipt of a request for review.

Any dispute or question arising between Guardian Vision and a Covered Person which involves the application, interpretation or performance under this Certificate will be settled, if possible, by amicable and informal negotiations, allowing such opportunity as may be appropriate under the circumstances for fact finding and mediation. If any issue cannot be resolved in this fashion, it may be submitted to arbitration, if both parties agree. The procedure for arbitration will be conducted pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration Association.

If arbitration is needed and conducted pursuant to the American Arbitration Association, We will pay all of the imposed costs of the mediation and arbitration from the American Arbitration Association, however each party will pay for any of their own witnesses, personal expenses and legal fees of counsel. The proceedings will be held in the county closest to the Covered Person’s residence. There can be one arbitrator selected by the American Arbitration Association from its panel of neutrals.

The results of the arbitration will not be binding on any party. If either party does not except the decision of the arbitrator, that party would be free to file an action in a court having jurisdiction.

**Preferred Provider Grievance Procedures**

If a Covered Person has complaints or grievances concerning Preferred Providers, he or she may: (1) call Guardian Vision’s Member Service Department at 844-557-2646, Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time, or (2) send the complaint in writing, to:

**GUARDIAN VISION GRIEVANCES**

PO Box 38300
Phoenix, AZ 85069-8300

The following procedures apply:

- The Covered Person’s written complaint or grievance will be referred to Guardian Vision’s Complaint, Appeal & Grievance Department for action.
- The complaint or grievance will be evaluated and, if deemed appropriate, the original examining doctor will be contacted.
- If the complaint or grievance can be resolved within 30 days, the Covered Person will be advised of the disposition. Otherwise, a notice of receipt of the complaint or grievance will be sent to the Covered Person advising the time needed for resolution.
- A record of all complaints and grievances will be retained in Guardian Vision's Complaint, Appeal & Grievance Department.
VISION EXPENSE BENEFITS

This coverage will pay many of a Covered Person's vision care expenses. We pay benefits for Covered Charges incurred by a Covered Person. What We pay and the terms for payment are explained below.

This Certificate includes the Schedule(s) of Benefits. Your class and benefit options are shown in the Schedule of Benefits that applies to You.

Vision Service Plan (VSP) - This Plan's Vision Care Preferred Provider Organization

The Policy is designed to provide high quality vision care while controlling the cost of such care. To do this, the Policy encourages a Covered Person to seek vision care from vision care practitioners and vision care facilities that belong to VSP, a vision care Preferred Provider Organization (PPO).

The vision care PPO is made up of Preferred Providers in a Covered Person's geographic area. When a Covered Person is enrolled in the Policy, he or she will get an enrollment packet. The packet will: (1) explain how to obtain benefits; and (2) contain information about current vision care Preferred Providers. He or she will also receive information on how to obtain a list of VSP Preferred Providers in his or her area.

A Covered Person may receive vision services from any VSP Preferred Provider. If a Preferred Provider ends his or her relationship with VSP for any reason, VSP will be responsible for furnishing vision services to Covered Persons either through that provider or another VSP Preferred Provider.

Use of the vision care PPO is voluntary. A Covered Person may receive vision care from any vision care provider he or she chooses. And he or she is free to change providers at any time. But, the Policy usually pays more in benefits for covered services furnished by a Preferred Provider. Conversely, it usually pays less for covered services not furnished by a vision care Preferred Provider.

What We pay is based on all of the terms of the Policy. Please read this Certificate carefully for specific benefit levels, Copayments, Deductibles, Payment Rates and Payment Limits.

A Covered Person may call VSP should he or she have any questions about the vision coverage.

VSP Customer Care

877-814-8970
Obtaining Services from a Preferred Provider

When a Covered Person wishes to receive services from a Preferred Provider, he or she must contact the Preferred Provider before receiving the services. The Preferred Provider will contact VSP to verify the Covered Person’s coverage.

What We pay for charges for covered services is subject to all of the terms of this Certificate.

All Options

How This Plan Works

We pay benefits for the covered charges a Covered Person incurs as shown below. The services and supplies covered under this Certificate are explained in Covered Services and Supplies. What We pay is subject to all of the terms of this Certificate. Read the entire Certificate to find out what We limit or exclude.

Covered charges are the Usual and Customary charges for the services and supplies described below. We pay benefits only for covered charges Incurred by a Covered Person while he or she is covered by this Certificate. Charges in excess of any Payment Limits shown in this Certificate are not covered.

If a Covered Person plans to use the services of a Preferred Provider, the Preferred Provider must receive authorization from VSP. See Obtaining Services from a Preferred Provider. If authorization is not received, benefits will be paid as if services and supplies were received from a Non-Preferred Provider.

If a Covered Person receives services or supplies from a Non-Preferred Provider, he or she must submit the itemized bill to VSP for claims payment. Please refer to Vision Claim Provisions in this Certificate.

Copayments: A Covered Person must pay a Copayment for the first service provided (either a vision examination or Vision Materials), if provided at the same time. We pay benefits for the covered charges a Covered Person incurs in excess of the Copayment. This Certificate’s Copayments are shown in the Schedule Of Benefits.

Cash Deductibles: There are separate cash Deductibles for each covered service furnished by a Non-Preferred Provider. These cash Deductibles are shown in the Schedule of Benefits. The Covered Person must have covered charges in excess of the cash Deductible before We pay benefits for the service or supply. The cash Deductible will be subtracted from the reimbursement to the member.

Payment Limits: Payment limits, durational or monetary, are shown in the Covered Services and Supplies. When a monetary Payment Limit is set for a pair of materials, the limit is halved if only one item is purchased.
Payment Rates: Once a Covered Person has paid any applicable Copayment or Deductible, We pay benefits for covered charges under this Certificate at the Payment Rate shown in the Schedule Of Benefits. What We pay is subject to all of the terms of this Certificate.

Discounts: If a Covered Person receives a vision examination and lenses or frames from a Preferred Provider, he or she will receive a discount on the cost to purchase an unlimited number of prescription glasses from the same Preferred Provider. He or she may also receive a discount on the costs to evaluate and fit contact lenses. No discount applies to contact lenses or materials. The discount is available for 12 months after the initial examination from the same Preferred Provider.

The discounts are:

For prescription glasses ............... 20% off of the Preferred Provider's Usual and Customary fee

For non-prescription sunglasses .... 20% off of the Preferred Provider's Usual and Customary fee

For contact lens exam (evaluation and fitting) ......................... 15% off of the Preferred Provider's Usual and Customary fee

All Options

Covered Services And Supplies

This section lists the types of charges We cover. But, what We pay is subject to all of the terms of this Certificate. Read the entire Certificate to find out what We limit or exclude.

All Options

Vision Examinations: We cover charges for comprehensive vision care examinations of visual functions and prescription of corrective eyewear. We only cover charges for one vision examination for each Covered Person in any one calendar year Benefit Period. The comprehensive vision care examination does not include a contact lens exam (evaluation and fitting).

If a Covered Person receives a vision examination from a Preferred Provider, We pay benefits in full for the covered charges for that examination.

If a Covered Person receives a vision examination from a Non-Preferred Provider, We pay benefits for the covered charges for that examination, up to $39.00.
**Vision Materials**

We cover charges for either glass or plastic prescription single vision, bifocal, trifocal or Lenticular Lenses. We cover charges for frames. And, We cover charges for prescription contact lenses. Benefit allowances provide no remaining balance for future use within the same Benefit Period, except for Contact Lens benefit.

In any two calendar year Benefit Period We cover charges for either glasses or contact lenses, but not both.

**Standard Lenses:**

We cover charges for single vision, bifocal, trifocal or Lenticular Lenses. They must be glass or plastic lenses or for dependent children to age 19, Polycarbonate Lenses.

We only cover charges for one pair of Standard Lenses in any two calendar year Benefit Period.

If a Covered Person uses a Non-Preferred Provider, We limit what We pay to: (1) $23.00 for each pair of single vision lenses; (2) $37.00 for each pair of bifocal lenses; (3) $49.00 for each pair of trifocal lenses; and (4) $64.00 for each pair of Lenticular Lenses.

If the Covered Person chooses elective contact lenses, We do not cover Standard Lenses for two calendar years from the date the elective contact lenses are purchased.

**Standard Frames:**

We cover charges for Standard Frames.

If a Covered Person uses a Preferred Provider, We cover charges up to a retail frame allowance of $130.00. The Preferred Provider will discount any amount over the allowance by 20%.
Covered Services And Supplies (Cont.)

If a Covered Person uses a Non-Preferred Provider, We limit what we pay for each set of Standard Frames to $46.00.

We only cover charges for one set of Standard Frames in any two calendar year Benefit Period.

If the Covered Person chooses elective contact lenses, We do not cover Standard Frames for two calendar years from the date the elective contact lenses are purchased.

All Options

Necessary Contact Lenses: We cover charges for necessary contact lenses but only in place of all other lens and frame benefits available herein. This means that utilization of contact lens benefits exhausts all of the Covered Person's lens and frame benefits for the current Benefit Period, and future eligibility for lenses and frames will be determined as if spectacle lenses and frames were obtained in the current Benefit Period. We cover necessary contact lenses and charges for related professional services but only if the lenses are needed: (1) following cataract surgery; (2) to correct extreme visual acuity problems that cannot be corrected with spectacle lenses; (3) for certain conditions of: Anisometropia or Keratoconus.

And, We only cover charges for one pair of necessary contact lenses in any two calendar year Benefit Period.

If a Covered Person receives necessary contact lenses from a Preferred Provider, We pay 100% of the covered charges.

If a Covered Person receives necessary contact lenses from a Non-Preferred Provider, We limit what We pay for covered charges for such lenses to $210.00 in any two calendar year Benefit Period.

All Options

Elective Contact Lenses: We cover charges for elective contact lenses, but only in place of all other lens and frame benefits available herein. This means that utilization of contact lens benefits exhausts all of the Covered Person’s lens and frame benefits for the current Benefit Period, and future eligibility for lenses and frames will be determined as if spectacle lenses and frames were obtained in the current Benefit Period. We cover charges for hard, rigid gas permeable, soft, disposable, 30-day extended wear, daily-wear and planned replacement elective contact lenses.

If the Covered Person chooses elective contact lenses, We do not cover charges for Standard Lenses for two calendar years and Standard Frames for two calendar years from the date the elective contact lenses are purchased.
Covered Services And Supplies (Cont.)

If a Covered Person uses a Preferred Provider, We limit what We pay for elective contact lenses to $130.00.

If a Covered Person uses a Non-Preferred Provider, We limit what We pay for elective contact lenses to $100.00.

We cover charges for one set of elective contact lenses in any two calendar year Benefit Period.

All Options

Exclusions

No benefits will be paid for services or materials connected with, or charges arising from:

- Orthoptics or vision training and any associated supplemental testing.
- Aniseikonic lenses.
- Medical and/or surgical treatment of the eyes or supporting structures.
- Any vision examination or corrective eyewear or safety eyewear required by an employer as a condition of employment unless specifically covered under this Certificate.
- Services provided as a result of any Workers' Compensation law, or similar legislation, or required by any governmental agency or program whether federal, state or subdivisions thereof.
- Services or materials provided by any other group benefit plan providing vision care.
- Plano Lenses (non-prescription lenses with less than a +/- .50 diopter power).
- Plano contact lenses to change eye color cosmetically or artistically painted contact lenses.
- Non-prescription sunglasses.
- Two sets of glasses in lieu of bifocals.
- Replacement of lenses, frames, glasses or contact lenses furnished under this Certificate which are lost or broken, except at normal intervals when services are otherwise available.
- Refitting of contact lenses after the initial 90 day fitting period.
- Routine maintenance of contact lenses, such as polishing or cleaning or modifications to contact lenses.
- Corneal refractive therapy (CRT) or orthokeratology (using contact lenses to change the shape of the cornea to reduce myopia).
- A frame that costs more than this Certificate allowance.
- Members cannot bank unused allowance amounts for future use, they must use their allowance during the same office visit.
- Members cannot split their benefits, they must purchase frames and lenses during the same office visit.

All Options

- Progressive Multi-Focal Lenses.

All Options

- Anti-Reflective Coating of the lens or lenses.

All Options

- Photochromic Lenses.

All Options

- Ultraviolet Coating of lenses.

All Options

- Scratch Resistant Coating.

All Options

- High Index Lenses.

All Options

- Polycarbonate Lenses for adults.

All Options

- Polarized/Laminated Lenses.
All Options

- Oversize Lenses.  
  B435.0636

All Options

- Mirror and Ski Coating.  
  B435.0099

All Options

- Edge Treatment.  
  B435.0100

All Options

- Tinted Lenses.  
  B435.0637

All Options

- Blended Lenses.  
  B435.0101

All Options

Charges not covered due to these exclusions are not considered charges for covered vision services and cannot be used to satisfy this Certificate’s Copayments or Deductibles, if any.  
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DEFINITIONS

This section defines certain terms appearing in Your Certificate.

All Options

Active Work or Actively At Work or Actively Working:

These terms mean You are able to perform, and are performing all of the regular duties of Your work for the Employer, at:

- One of the Employer’s usual places of business;
- Some place where the Employer’s business requires You to travel; or
- Any other place You and the Employer have agreed on for Your work.

Anisometropia:

This term means a condition of unequal refractive state for the two eyes, one eye requiring different lens correction than the other. Greater than or equal to 3.00 diopters difference in prescription (spherical equivalent) between right and left eyes; unequal image size between right and left eye resulting in intermittent or constant diplopia, suppression or binocular rivalry, or less than 100 degrees stereopsis.

Anti-Reflective Coating:

This term means a clear lens coating that limits light reflection by allowing the maximum amount of light to pass through the lens.
All Options

**Benefit Period:** This term means the time period beginning when a covered service is received and extending for the period shown in this Certificate, during which benefits for the covered service are available to a Covered Person.

B040.0846

**Blended Lenses:** This term means bifocals which do not have a visible dividing line.

B040.0847

**Certificate:** This term means this Certificate of Coverage, including the Schedule of Benefits and any riders and enrollment forms that may be attached to this Certificate.
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**Copayment:** This term means a charge, expressed as a fixed dollar amount, required to be paid by or on behalf of a Covered Person to a Preferred Provider at the time covered services are received.

B435.0109

All Options

**Covered Person:** This term means You, if You are covered by the Policy, and any of Your covered dependents.

B435.0185

All Options

**Deductible:** This term means a fixed dollar amount the Covered Person is responsible for paying before Guardian will begin paying the cost of covered benefits.

B435.0111

All Options

**Edge Treatment:** This term means a cosmetic service to make the sides of a cut lens look clear rather than a milky white.

B435.0112

All Options

**Effective Date:** The date the Policy goes into force and effect as stated on the cover page of the Certificate of Coverage, or any change to the Policy as requested by the Employer and approved by Us and in force and effect as stated on cover page of the Certificate of Coverage.

B435.0113
Eligibility Date: This term means the earliest date You are eligible for coverage under this Certificate as directed by the Employer, and you have satisfied all requirements for coverage to begin, as required by this Certificate.

Employee: This term means the member of the group determined to be eligible by the Employer.

Employer: This term means the entity that purchased the Policy.

Enrollment Period: This term means the 31 day period which starts on the date You first become eligible for dependent coverage.

Fitting and Evaluation: This term means an examination for the proper fit of contacts and evaluating vision with the contacts. Includes prescription, fitting, evaluation, modification and/or dispensing of contact lenses.

Full-time: This term means:
You are not a Part-Time Employee as defined by Your Employer and You work at least the minimum required number of hours for the Employer in Your Eligible class (but not less than 20 hours per week), at:

- Your Employer’s place of business;
- Some place where the Employer’s business requires You to travel; or
- Any other place You and Your Employer have agreed upon for the performance of Your job.
All Options

High Index Lenses: This term means material that is used to create thinner lenses than normal plastic. The material does not contain the impact-resistant qualities of polycarbonate.

Incurred, or Incurred Date: These terms mean: (1) the placing of an order for lenses, frames or contact lenses; or (2) the date on which such an order was placed.

Keratoconus: This term means a development or dystrophic deformity of the cornea in which it becomes cone shaped due to a thinning and stretching of the tissue in its central area. Diagnosis confirmed by keratometric readings, or corneal topography best correctable visual acuity with spectacles of 20/40 or less in either eye; at least two lines improvement in best correctable visual acuity (as measured with standard Snellen chart) with rigid contact lenses.

Lenticular Lenses: This term means mean high-powered lenses with the desired prescription power found only in the central portion. The outer portion has a front surface with a changing radius of curvature.

Mirror and Ski Coating: This term means a thin deposit of appropriate material to the front surface of a lens, causing a portion of the light striking the lens to reflect directly from the front surface.

Non-Preferred Provider: This term means any optometrist, optician, ophthalmologist, or other licensed and qualified vision care provider that is not under contract, directly or indirectly, with VSP as a Preferred Provider.

Orthoptics: This term means the teaching and training process for the improvement of visual perception and coordination of two eyes for efficient and comfortable binocular vision.
All Options

**Oversize Lenses:** This term means larger than a standard lens blank, to accommodate prescriptions.

**Payment Limit:** This term means the maximum amount this Certificate pays for covered services and supplies during a specified Benefit Period.

**Payment Rate:** This term means the percentage rate that this Certificate pays for covered services and supplies.

**Photochromic Lenses:** This term means lenses which change color with the intensity of sunlight.

**Plano Lenses:** This term means lenses which have no refractive power (lenses with less than a greater than or equal to .38 diopter power).

**Polarized/Laminated Lenses:** This term means lenses that block light reflected from horizontal surfaces such as water, in order to reduce glare.

**Policy:** This term means the group Vision Insurance Coverage described in the Policy and this Certificate.

**Polycarbonate Lenses:** This term means the highest impact-resistant lens material available. Its high-index properties result in lenses 20-25% thinner than regular plastic. This material is often used for safety and children’s eyewear as well as for sports and cosmetic purposes.
**Preferred Provider:** This term means an optometrist, optician, ophthalmologist or other licensed and qualified vision care provider who has entered into a contract, directly or indirectly with VSP to provide vision care services and or Vision Materials to Covered Persons.

**Progressive Multi-Focal Lenses:** This term means lenses that have no line, but progresses from distance, to intermediate, to near vision.

**Qualified Retiree:** This term means Qualified Retirees are covered as outlined in Your company’s benefit provisions. Please see your Plan Administrator for details.

**Scratch Resistant Coating:** This term means a coating applied to spectacle lenses to increase the scratch resistance of the lens surface.

**Spouse:** This term means the person to whom You are legally married, or Your domestic partner, civil union partner or equivalent as recognized and allowed by federal law, or state law in Your state of residence or the state in which the marriage or Your domestic partner, civil union partner or equivalent was recorded.

**Standard Frames:** This term means frames valued up to the limit published by VSP which is given to Preferred Providers.

**Standard Lenses:** This term means regular glass or plastic lenses.

**Tinted Lenses:** This term means lenses which have an additional substance added to produce constant tint.
Ultraviolet Coating (UV): This term means a coating that blocks ultraviolet rays.

Usual And Customary: This term means that the charge for the covered vision condition: (1) is the provider’s standard charge for the service furnished; and (2) is not more than the usual charge made by most other providers with similar training and experience in the same geographic area. If more than one type of service can be used to treat a vision condition, "usual" refers to the charge for the least expensive type of service which meets the accepted standards of vision care practice.

Vision Materials: This term means (1) Elective Contact Lenses; or (2) Standard Lenses, Standard Frames or a complete pair of eyeglasses (lenses and frames).

We, Us, Our and Guardian: These terms mean The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America.

You, Your or Your: These terms mean the covered Employee.
STATEMENT OF ERISA RIGHTS

The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
10 Hudson Yards
New York, New York 10001
(212) 598-8000

Your group Vision benefits may be covered by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). If so, you are entitled to certain rights and protections under ERISA.

ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to:

Receive Information about Your Plan and Benefits

(a) Examine, without charge, at the plan administrator’s office and at other specified locations, such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) filed by the plan with the U. S. Department of Labor and available at the Public Disclosure Room of the Employee Benefits Security Administration.

(b) Obtain, upon written request to the plan administrator, copies of documents governing the operation of the plan, including insurance contracts, collective bargaining agreements and copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description. The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.

(c) Receive a summary of the plan’s annual financial report. The plan administrator is required by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report.

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries

In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan. The people who operate the plan, called “fiduciaries” of the plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of plan participants and beneficiaries. No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person may fire you or otherwise discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising your rights under ERISA.

Enforcement of Your Rights

If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules (see Claims Procedures below).
Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights. For instance, if you request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the plan and do not receive them within 30 days, you may file suit in a state or Federal court. In such a case, the court may require the plan administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110.00 a day until you receive the material, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the administrator. If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in a federal court. If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the plan’s money or if you are discriminated against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or you may file suit in a Federal court. The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal fees. If you are successful, the court may order the person you sued to pay these costs and fees. If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, for example, if it finds that your claim is frivolous.

Assistance with Questions

If you have questions about the plan, you should contact the plan administrator. If you have questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in obtaining documents from the plan administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor listed in your telephone directory or the Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington D.C. 20210. You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration.

Qualified Medical Child Support Order and Qualified Domestic Relations Order

Federal law required that group health plans provide medical coverage for a dependent child pursuant to a qualified medical child support order (QMCSO). A dependent child also includes a child for whom You must provide Vision Insurance due to a QMCSO as defined in the ERISA Section 609(a) United States Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended.

You and your beneficiaries can obtain, without charge, from the plan administrator, a copy of any procedures governing Qualified Domestic Relations Orders (QDRO) and QMCSO. You may also obtain this information on the U.S. Department of Labor’s website or You may contact them in your telephone directory.

A dependent enrolled due to a QMCSO will not be considered a late enrollee in the plan.

If you have questions about this section, see your plan administrator.
### Vision Benefits Claims Procedure

Claim forms and instructions for filing claims may be obtained from The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America (hereinafter referenced as Guardian).

Guardian is the Claims Fiduciary with discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Policy, the Certificate, the Schedule of Benefits, and any riders, or other documents or forms that may be attached to the Certificate or the Policy, and any other plan documents. Guardian has discretionary authority to determine eligibility for benefits and coverage under those documents. Guardian has the right to secure independent professional healthcare advice and to require such other evidence as needed to decide your claim.

In addition to the basic claim procedure explained in your certificate, Guardian will also observe the procedures listed below. These procedures are the minimum requirements for benefit claims procedures of employee benefit plans covered by Title 1 of ERISA.

### All Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>“Adverse Benefit Determination” means any denial, reduction or termination of a benefit or failure to provide or make payment (in whole or in part) for a benefit.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Timing for Initial Benefit Determination | The Benefit Determination period begins when a claim is received. Guardian will make a Benefit Determination and notify a claimant within a reasonable period of time, but not later than the maximum time period shown below. A written or electronic notification of any Adverse Benefit Determination must be provided.  

Guardian will provide a Benefit Determination not later than 30 days from the date of receipt of a claim. This period may be extended by up to 30 days if Guardian determines that an extension is necessary due to matters beyond the control of the plan, and so notifies the claimant before the end of the initial 30-day period. Such notification will include the reason for the extension and a date by which the determination will be made. If prior to the end of the 30-day period Guardian determines that an additional extension is necessary due to matters beyond the control of the plan, and so notifies the claimant, the time period for making a Benefit Determination may be extended for up to an additional period of up to 30 days. Such notification will include the special circumstances requiring the extension and a date by which the final determination will be made.  

A notification of an extension to the time period in which a Benefit Determination will be made will include an explanation of the standards upon which entitlement to a benefit is based, any unresolved issues that prevent a decision of the claim, and the additional information needed to resolve those issues. |
If Guardian extends the time period for making a Benefit Determination due to a claimant’s failure to submit information necessary to decide the claim, the claimant will be given at least 45 days to provide the requested information. The extension period will begin on the date on which the claimant responds to the request for additional information.

**Adverse Benefit Determination**

If a claim is denied, Guardian will provide a notice that will set forth:

- The specific reason(s) for the Adverse Benefit Determination;
- References to the specific provisions in the Policy, Certificate, plan or other documents, on which the determination is based;
- A description of any additional material or information necessary to reconsider the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is necessary;
- A description of the plan’s claim review procedures which a claimant may follow to have a claim for benefits reviewed and the time limits applicable to such procedures;
- Identification and description of any specific internal rule, guideline or protocol that was relied upon in making an Adverse Benefit Determination, or a statement that a copy of such information will be provided to the claimant free of charge upon request;
- A description of the plan’s review procedures and the time limits applicable to such procedures, including a statement of the claimant’s right to bring a civil action under ERISA Section 502(a) following an Adverse Benefit Determination on appeal, and;
- In the case of an Adverse Benefit Determination based on medical necessity or experimental treatment, either an explanation of the scientific or clinical basis for the determination, or a statement that such explanation will be provided free of charge upon request.

**Appeal of Adverse Benefit Determinations**

If a claim is wholly or partially denied, the claimant will have up to 180 days to make an appeal. Guardian will conduct a full and fair review of an appeal which includes providing to claimant(s) the following:

- The opportunity to submit written comments, documents, records and other information relating to the claim;
- The opportunity, upon request and free of charge, for reasonable access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to the claim; and
- A review that takes into account all comments, documents, records and other information submitted by the claimant relating to the claim, without regard to whether such information was submitted or considered in the initial benefit determination.

In reviewing an appeal, Guardian will:

- Provide for a review conducted by a named fiduciary who is neither the person who made the initial Adverse Benefit Determination nor that person’s subordinate;
In deciding an appeal based upon a vision or medical judgment, consult with a health care professional who has appropriate training and experience in the field of medicine involved in the medical judgment;

Identify vision or medical experts whose advice was obtained in connection with an Adverse Benefit Determination;

Ensure that a health care professional engaged for consultation regarding an appeal based upon a professional judgment shall be neither the person who was consulted in connection with the Adverse Benefit Determination, nor that person’s subordinate.

Guardian will notify the claimant of its decision not later than 45 days after receipt of the request for review of the Adverse Benefit Determination. This period may be extended by an additional period of up to 45 days if Guardian determines that special circumstances require an extension of the time period for processing and so notifies the claimant before the end of the initial 45-day period.

A notification with respect to an extension will indicate the special circumstances requiring an extension of the time period for review, and the date by which the final determination will be made.

In the event Guardian denies the appeal of an Adverse Benefit Determination, it will:

- Provide the specific reason or reasons why the appeal was denied;
- Refer to the specific provisions in the Policy, Certificate, plan, or other documents on which the benefit determination is based;
- Provide a statement that the claimant is entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable access to, and copies of, all documents, records, and other information relevant to the claimant’s claim for benefits;
- If applicable, provide the internal rule, guideline, protocol, or other similar criterion relied upon in making the Adverse Benefit Determination, either the specific rule, guideline, protocol, or other similar criterion; or a statement that such rule, guideline, protocol, or other similar criterion was relied upon in making the Adverse Benefit Determination and that a copy of the rule, guideline, protocol, or other similar criterion will be provided free of charge to the claimant upon request.

Alternative Dispute Options

The claimant and the plan may have other voluntary alternative dispute resolution options, such as mediation. One way to find out what may be available is to contact the local U.S Department of Labor Office and the State insurance regulatory agency.

B435.0449
VISION INSURANCE COVERAGE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS

This Schedule of Benefits is attached to the Certificate and is effective the later of: 1) the Policy Effective Date; or 2) the Effective Date of any amendment. This Schedule of Benefits replaces any previously issued Schedule of Benefits.

All Options

Initial Election
You may choose to be covered under one of the plans of vision expense coverage offered by Your Employer. You may only be covered under one plan at a time. You must notify the Employer of Your election and pay the required premium.

Group Enrollment Period
A group enrollment period is held each year from October 25th to December 1st. During this period, You may choose to enroll for vision insurance coverage under the Policy. In that case, coverage is scheduled to start on the date determined by Your Employer that next follows the date You enroll.

All Options

PPO Copayments
First Service Provided $25.00

Non-PPO Cash Deductibles
First Service Provided $25.00

Payment Rates
For Covered Charges 100%
All Options

Changes in Coverage Amounts

If You are not Actively At Work on a Full-Time basis, any change in Your amount of coverage or the amount of coverage on a covered dependent will not become effective until the date You return to Active Work on a Full-Time basis.

Changes In Insurance Classification

If Your classification changes, coverage will not be changed to the new amount until the first day on which You are: (1) Actively At Work on a Full-Time basis; and (2) make a contribution, if required, for the new classification.

If a contribution is required for the new classification for which a larger amount of coverage is provided, You must make the required contribution for the amount within 31 days of the change. If You do not make the required contribution within 31 days of the change or within 31 days of becoming Actively At Work on a Full-Time basis, if You are not Actively At Work on a Full-Time basis, when Your classification changes, no increase will be allowed due to such change or any later change.

B435.0163
www.GuardianAnytime.com

Insured employees and their dependents can access helpful, secure information about their Guardian benefits(s) online at:

GuardianAnytime.com - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Anytime, anywhere you have an internet connection you will be able to:

● Review your benefits
● Look up coverage amounts
● Check the status of a claim
● Print forms and plan materials
● And so much more!

To register, go to www.GuardianAnytime.com